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EXCHANGE CONTROL BILL, 1954.

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM.

Origin and purpose of exchange control.
1. Since 1939 it has been necessary to operate in Ireland a 

system of exchange control consisting broadly of the supervision 
by the Minister for Finance of foreign payments and receipts.

2. Up to 1939 most currencies were freely transferable and con
vertible, and a country could use a surplus earned from one mone
tary area to meet a deficit with another, or meet a net deficit in any 
currency by drawing on its foreign exchange reserves. Ireland 
used its surplus earnings of sterling to cover deficits with various 
countries, or, to the extent to which those earnings were inadequate, 
drew on accumulated sterling balances.

3. In the situation that arose on the outbreak of war in 1939, 
most countries found it necessary to suspend the convertibility of 
their currencies and to apply a check to the movement of funds 
from resident to non-resident ownership. Sterling ceased to be 
freely transferable outside countries in the sterling area. Within 
the area funds could be moved and payments could be effected 
without restriction. The movement of funds to and from countries 
outside the area was supervised by member countries by means of a 
system of exchange control, the object of which was to conserve the 
foreign exchange resources of the area and sustain the exchange 
value of sterling and associated currencies.

Exchange Control legislation.
4. In Ireland, legislative authority for the operation of exchange 

control was contained initially in the Emergency Powers Act, 1939, 
which empowered the Government to provide by order for the 
acquisition of, and the control of dealings in, foreign currency, 
gold and securities. The Emergency Powers Orders made by the 
Government under that authority were supplemented by Emer
gency Powers (Finance) Orders made by the Minister for Finance.

5. The Emergency Powers Act, 1939, was replaced in 1946 by 
the Supplies and Services (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1946, which 
continued with minor modifications the authority contained in the 
1939 Act. The Orders relating to exchange control made under the 
1939 Act remained in force until December, 1947, when they were 
replaced by the Exchange Control Order, 1947, made by the 
Government under the Supplies and Services (Temporary Provi
sions) Act, 1946, and a Supplemental Order made by the Minister 
for Finance. These Orders are still in force.

Administration of exchange control.
6. Exchange control is administered through the Central Bank 

of Ireland in relation to gold, through the commercial banks in 
relation to foreign payments and receipts and also securities, and 
through the Revenue Commissioners in relation to import and 
export restrictions. The scope of control may be described broadly 
as covering all financial transactions in which persons resident 
outside the sterling area are concerned. These, for convenience, 
are referred to as “ foreign ”. Place of residence rather than



nationality is the determining factor since a foreign payment con
stitutes an expenditure of foreign exchange irrespective of the 
nationality of the recipient.

7. At present the sterling area (in the Exchange Control Orders 
referred to as “ the scheduled territories ”) comprises the following 
countries:—

Ireland, Great Britain and its dependent territories, the 
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, the Commonwealth of 
Australia and its dependent territories, New Zealand and its 
dependent territories, the Union of South Africa and South- 
West Africa, Southern Rhodesia, India, Pakistan, Iraq, 
Iceland, Burma, Ceylon, Jordan and Libya.

Foreign Payments.
8. While exchange control permission is needed for every pay

ment outside the sterling area, procedural requirements have been 
reduced to a minimum by the issue of a general permission to Irish 
residents covering the purchase of goods and by the delegation of 
authority to banks to approve a wide range of other payments.

9. Under the general permission of the Minister for Finance, all 
goods with the exception of precious metals and precious stones, may 
be purchased freely in any country outside the dollar area. 
Purchases wdthin certain limits from the dollar area are 
also covered by general permission. Similarly, under 
authority delegated by the Minister for Finance banks may 
within certain limits issue foreign exchange for travel for 
various purposes and effect transfers covering a wide variety 
of miscellaneous payments such as freight and insurance on the 
transport of goods, the distribution of estates of persons w’ho die 
resident in Ireland, the payment of income on foreign capital 
invested in Ireland, the discharge of royalty obligations, the pay
ment of commission on the sale of goods exported, legal costs and 
fees, charitable donations and compassionate payments, etc.

Export Prohibitions.
10. To facilitate control, payments are permitted to be made only 

through banking channels. To supplement that requirement, it is 
necessary to prohibit the export of sterling notes, foreign currency, 
gold, securities, etc., but for the convenience of travellers the Mini
ster for Finance has granted certain general exemptions.

Foreign Receipts.
11. Supervision is exercised over foreign receipts in order to 

ensure that earnings of foreign exchange are brought to account 
and used in the interests of the community as a wrhole. The law, 
therefore, requires that all useful foreign exchange acquired by per
sons in the State be sold to a bank in the State. This requirement 
extends to the more important foreign currencies which are accept
able in discharge of international indebtedness. Other foreign 
currencies, which are not required to be sold to a bank, may not be 
used for payments abroad without exchange control permission.

12. As a further safeguard, the law requires that goods exported 
to a country outside the sterling area be paid for within six months 
and in a manner appropriate to the country of export. This 
branch of exchange control is administered by the Revenue Com
missioners to whom the exporter is obliged to furnish at the time of 
export either evidence in the form of a bank certificate that he has 
obtained payment as required, or an undertaking that he will so 
obtain payment within six months. There is, however, a general 
exemption whereby consignments of goods not exceeding £25 in 
value may be exported without the production of such evidence. 
A similar exemption has been granted for certain exports on which 
payment does not normally arise, e.g., goods being returned to the 
supplier, returned empty containers, advertising and publicity 
material, personal belongings of travellers, etc.
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Import Prohibitions.
13. The avoidance of possible loss of foreign exchange is the 

purpose of the prohibition on the import of British currency notes 
otherwise than from the country of issue. For the convenience 
of visitors, however, the Minister for Finance has granted certain 
general exemptions from this prohibition. Restrictions are also 
applied to the import of certain securities.

Control of Securities.
14. Since securities might be used as cover for unauthorised pay

ments and movements of capital, special provision is contained in 
the Exchange Control Orders for the supervision of dealings in 
securities.

15. A security registered in the sterling area may not be issued 
or transferred, without exchange control permission, to a person 
resident outside the area. Such permission is granted where pay
ment to the full value of the security is made in a manner appro
priate to the country of residence of the purchaser. Similarly, a 
security registered in the sterling area which is held by a person 
resident outside the area may not be acquired, without exchange 
control permission, by an Irish resident. Such permission is 
granted on condition that the proceeds of sale are retained in the 
sterling area or are reinvested in other securities registered in the 
sterling area. Control over these transactions is in general exer
cised through the relative security registers. Persons in charge 
of such registers are under an obligation to ensure that only per
mitted transfers are registered. Thus, the transfer of a security 
on an Irish register may not be noted without the production of a 
declaration in prescribed form that both the transferor and the 
transferee are resident in the sterling area, or, failing such declara
tion, an Exchange Control Permit.

16. An appropriate form of control is applied to unregistered 
securities, wrherever issued, and securities registered outside the 
sterling area, all of which are referred to for exchange control 
purposes as “ reserved securities ”. Since control through registers 
is not feasible in the case of reserved securities, provision is con
tained in the Exchange Control Orders requiring all such securities 
to be deposited with an authorised depositary (i.e., a bank in the 
State), who may not release them without the permission of the 
Minister for Finance. For the convenience, however, of legitimate 
business, the Minister has granted a general authority to 
authorised depositaries for the release of reserved securities for 
sale in Ireland or Great Britain, or, in the case of securities de
nominated in a foreign currency, for sale outside the sterling area 
against payment in the currency in which the security is denomi
nated. Other permitted transactions are the presentation of 
securities for exchange, enfacement or redemption.

17. Besides the general exemptions and authorisations described 
in this memorandum, individual authorisations are issued by the 
Department of Finance, on application, where the transactions do 
not lend themselves to classification and delimitation for the pur
pose of general authorisation.

Need for new legislation.
18. Authority for the operation of exchange control (and various 

other services) is contained in the Supplies and Services (Temporary 
Provisions) Act, 1946, which, as its title signifies, is a temporary 
measure renewable from year to year by means of amending legis
lation. It is the desire of the Government to dispense as soon as 
possible with that Act w’hich was intended to deal with the tran
sition from the Emergency to peace-time conditions, and to provide 
in separate legislation for such controls as need to be retained. 
The Exchange Control Bill, therefore, is designed to replace those 
provisions of the 1946 Act w’hich deal with the operation of 
exchange control.
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19. Although exchange control was introduced originally as an 
emergency measure, the return to more normal conditions has not 
dispensed with the need for supervising transactions involving 
the use, either directly or indirectly, of foreign exchange. It has 
been possible to modify the control in step with the gradual 
improvement in the international position of sterling, but the 
abolition of control must await the restoration of free converti
bility of sterling on current and capital account. In the hope that 
the powers of control provided for in the Bill may be only a tem
porary necessity, the Bill is expressed to expire on 31 December, 
1958. It is difficult, however, to predict for how long these powers 
may continue to be required.

Contents of the Bill.
20. The Bill is largely a restatement of existing exchange control 

law with certain modifications. The most important of these modi
fications is the abandonment of the power to acquire (either by 
agreement or compulsorily) gold coin, bullion and securities which 
is at present contained in the Supplies and Services (Temporary 
Provisions) Act, 1946. Such exceptional powers are no longer con
sidered to be necessary or desirable. There are also included in 
the Bill some new provisions the effect of which will be merely to 
facilitate the administration of control without introducing any new 
restrictions. These changes are referred to in paragraphs 26 and 
27 below.

21. In summary form the Bill may be described as incorporating 
those provisions of the Supplies and Services (Temporary 
Provisions) Act, 1946, which relate to prosecutions, the 
provisions of the Exchange Control Order, 1947, made by 
the Government, and such provisions of the Supplemental 
Order made thereunder by the Minister for Finance as lend them
selves to inclusion in an Act. In so far as certain matters dealt 
with in the Supplemental Order are being incorporated in the Bill 
they will cease to be subject to amendment at the discretion of the 
Minister for Finance. The other matters covered by the Supple
mental Order will be dealt with in the same manner as at present, 
by means of regulations to be made under the new Act, effective as 
from the date on which the Act will come into operation. The 
provision to be made in this regard may have to be adjusted to 
meet changing circumstances, and, therefore, does not lend itself to 
inclusion in the Bill.

22. Part I provides for the commencement and duration of the 
Act.

23. Part II maintains present restrictions on dealings in gold 
and foreign currency. Power of control over dealings in gold 
will be delegated by regulations, as at present, to the Central Bank 
of Ireland. Dealings in foreign currencies must, as at present, be 
effected through authorised dealers (i.e., banks) to whom certain 
foreign currencies, to be specified from time to time by the Minister 
for Finance, must be offered for sale.

24. Part III continues the existing prohibitions on payments 
outside the sterling area (in the Bill referred to as the “ scheduled 
territories ”).

25. Part IV repeats the provisions of the Exchange Control 
Orders relating to the control of securities.

26. Part V repeats with certain modifications the provisions of 
the Exchange Control Orders relating to the import and export of 
currency notes, gold, securities, etc., and to payment for goods 
exported. To remove doubts a new provision has been added 
requiring an exporter who has undertaken to produce evidence 
of payment within six months of the date of export of goods to 
produce such evidence to the Revenue Commissioners.
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27. Part Vt which contains provision for the enforcement of 
the Act, differs from the existing law insofar as it is proposed to 
apply the Customs Acts to the exchange control prohibitions on 
import and export. The provisions of the Exchange Control Orders 
relating to import and export are administered by the Revenue 
Commissioners and the corresponding provisions of the Bill will 
be similarly administered. It is desirable that in discharging their 
exchange control functions the Revenue Commissioners should 
possess the same powers of search, seizuro, forfeiture and prosecu
tion as in customs matters. The provision for the prosecution of 
offences other than those relating to import or export is the same 
as that contained in the Supplies and Services (Temporary Pro
visions) Act, 1946, with the modification that some of the maximum 
penalties prescribed therein have been reduced.

28. Part VII repeats with minor modifications the corresponding 
provisions of the Exchange Control Orders relating to the collection 
of foreign debts, the control of lending to foreign companies and 
the issue of exemptions, permissions and directions by the Minister 
for Finance. The remaining provisions in this Part are of a formal 
nature relating to the application of the Act to Ministers of 
State, the making of Orders and regulations, expenses, the repeal 
of existing legislation and the continuance in force of permissions, 
exemptions, etc., already granted under the Exchange Control 
Orders.

29. The Schedules are supplementary to the sections to which 
they refer and introduce no changes in exchange control practice.

An Roinn Axrgeadans, 
Dexreadh Fomhair, 1954.

Wt. 5913/E/10. -----  625. 10/64. C.ACo. (2811).
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